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Trip report                                 Four Springs Lake   
 
This outing on Saturday the 27th October was the postponed September trip which was put off 
because of a terrible weather forecast. Unfortunately we didn’t do much better this month. Last 
month it was wind and rain which forced the postponement; this month it was just wind that made 
the day unpleasant.  The forecast was for moderate to fresh NW winds easing and turning S- SW in 
the early afternoon. But it didn’t turn out that way. The NW winds did die down but there was barely 
a pause before the SW wind hit with a vengeance. The six or seven members who arrived late 
morning didn’t get much further than the car park. The only interesting thing that happened there 
was when Mr. Secretary put his waders on back to front.  
 

Gary and Ian, who got there earlier than most, were the only ones who did any real shore walking 
and they arrived back at the car park about lunchtime, Ian from the south and Gary from the north, 
with nothing to report. The boat people saved the day though with Charles reporting three fish and 
Bruce one, apparently all on nymphs. 
 

The pictures on the Four Springs web cam at 5.00pm showed white capped waves you could have 
surfed on but I don’t think there were any Corralinn members around still trying their luck. 

                                                                                                                                                  A.T.  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

Trip report                       Bronte Park 16-17-18th November  
 
Only nine members attended the annual Bronte Park weekend outing this year, well down on 
numbers in previous years. Maybe it as the fact that the lodge and restaurant are no longer and it had 
to be a self catering weekend. Or maybe it was the increased price being charged for shacks that have 
become increasingly run down over the years.  Never mind. The nine who did attend enjoyed good 
weather and some good fishing, not to mention the good company. The standout fishery was Pine 
Tier Lagoon, although fish were also taken from Hut Bay, Red Rock shore and the white water 
between Bronte and Brady’s.  
 
If Pine Tier Lagoon was the standout fishery Stephen Hill was the standout fisherman. He didn’t 
head straight home on Sunday morning but went back to Pine Tier where he landed five fish to add 
to his tally from Saturday. Over the weekend I think he caught more fish than the rest of us put 
together. Well done Stephen ! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   Don and Ron, Hut Bay.    
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Hut Bay fish, feeling gutted for being caught out by rbbn 
 

                                                                                                                Pine Tier Lagoon fish and Stephen’s Epic glass rod  

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              Stephen does his coffee in style and on stile. 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Facebook Picture of the Month 
 
The picture chosen 
by Alec as the 
Facebook banner 
picture for 
November was 
posted by Gary 
Cullen on 3rd of 
October and is of a 
nice brown he took 
from Four Springs 
that day.  
 
 

*******  
Regular users of the club Facebook page will have noticed that you can’t place much credence on the  
‘seen by’ function.  Some days a post will have ‘seen by 12’ next to it,  only for the same post to 
have ‘seen by 3’ against it the next day.  So if you post something and it’s allegedly seen by only 
three people don’t get hurt and upset about it …….. it’s just a quirk of the Facebook system !  
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The Perfect Cast 
 

Looking through my video library the other 
day I came across this DVD by Henrik 
Mortensen. The title: “The Perfect Cast1” was 
enough for me to put it in the DVD player 
and try and remember why I had bought it 
back in 2007 when it was first produced. We 
all strive to make the perfect cast and I think I 
bought this DVD hoping that it might be the 
answer that everyone was looking for. I have 
to say that it was a disappointment; as was 
my quest for the perfect cast – something that 
has eluded me to this day.  
 
Henrik Mortensen was born in Denmark and 
is recognized as one of the world's finest 
casting instructors of single and doubled 
handed rods. With these qualifications, 
including a background in designing world-class fly rods and fly lines, Henrik should be in a position 
to talk about the perfect cast. I thought this DVD might unlock those secrets and in a way it does. By 
taking you on a journey through some of the world's finest salmon waters (this part didn’t 
disappoint) he manages to cover the mechanics of casting without really defining perfection and how 
to achieve it. 
 
The perfect cast means different things to different people. To some the perfect cast is one that 
doesn’t hit you in the back of the head and the fly lands on the water. If it results in catching a fish 
you could call it a perfect cast. Henrik Mortensen describes the perfect cast as being able to present 
the fly to the fish in the right way. I guess the right way is the one that catches the fish. A 
competition caster might describe the perfect cast as the one that hits the target every time or travels 
the longest distance. The perfectionists among us might think of the perfect cast in terms of loop 
size, loop symmetry and smoothness 
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I’m not going to dwell on what the perfect cast looks like nor am I going to talk about the mechanics 
of how to make the cast. Mortensen and many others have provided a multitude of videos, books and 
articles on that subject. Rather, the focus of this month’s column is on what needs to be considered 
before you make the cast. To me the perfect cast begins long before you pick up the fly rod. The 
perfect cast is the result of perfect preparation. 
 

Watching beginners over the years attempt to catch their first fish on fly highlights the complexity of 
the task. Even those with years of experience can fall short of making a perfect cast because they fail 
to prepare well. Here, then are my three most common failures. I have to admit that I am as guilty of 
these as anyone. Being aware of these failures and striving to eliminate them is the first step in 
making the perfect cast. 
 

Failure to observe is, in my opinion, the single biggest obstacle to making the perfect cast. That tree 
behind, the direction of the wind, currents, tides, the position of the sun can all conspire to prevent 
you from getting your fly in front of a fish. Time spent observing before you cast is time well spent. 
You can’t catch a fish with a fly in a tree or the back of your head. Likewise, looking for that subtle 
rise, fleeting shadow or nervous water is more important than making a beautiful cast at nothing. To 
me the perfect cast begins with being observant. I never cease to be amazed by the number of people 
whose initial focus is on the rod and line and not on their surroundings. 
 
Failure to practice the right cast can result in a less than perfect 
outcome.  The casting programs I have been writing about will go 
a long way to making sure you can make the right cast most of the 
time but sometimes you have to be even more specific. If you 
know you are going trout fishing in tight quarters then you should 
be able to make short accurate casts, roll casts and bow and arrow 
casts. If you can’t make these you will be hard pressed to make a 
perfect cast. The saltwater angler who can’t cast over both 
shoulders, deliver on a backcast and double haul into the wind is 
going to struggle. If you only ever practice one thing it should be 
the cast that you use the most often. Failure to practice that cast 
will result in frustration for the caster and the person having to 
watch. 
 

Failure to have the right equipment can be another impediment to the perfect cast. The “right” 
equipment doesn’t necessarily relate to cost or brand. Like golf clubs, fly rods come in many 
different sizes to suit the task at hand. If you want to make the perfect cast you need to think about 
which, rod and line will give you the best chance of making that cast. Add to that the selection of the 
right leader, tippet and fly and you begin to see how complex the task can become. If you are casting 
to a bass your equipment should be different to that which you would need to catch a giant trevally. 
Like a golfer, selecting the right tool for the job is the first step in achieving a perfect result. Experts 
can make a perfect cast with any equipment but we mere mortals need to think carefully about our 
setup in order to maximize our chances of making a perfect cast. 
 

Taking into account these common failures (and many others) will go a long way to helping you 
achieve the perfect cast. I’m as guilty as the next person in thinking only of the rod and line when I 
need to cast. Take the time to observe, practice and choose the right equipment and your casting will 
reap the benefit. If I could make the perfect cast every time no fish would be safe. 
 
 
1 The Perfect Cast - The Art of Fly Casting - Single & Double Handed Rods by Henrik Mortensen  
SKU 108FF-PERFECT CAST-Mortensen 
Henrik Mortensen 2007. Tutorial DVD  Run time approx. 90 minutes. Subtitles in Dansk / Deutsch / English / Espanol / 

Francais / Norsk / Svenska. 

                                                                                                                                Allan Ekert  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Corralinn Casting Competition 2018 
 

Once again the “Casting Competition” has ended for another year. Congratulations to the winner for 
2018 who is Gary Cullen, closely followed by Don Cameron (only one point in it), with Ron 
Whittington the 2017 winner coming in third place. 
 

The competition is for the highest aggregate score attained over twelve or less Sunday morning 
casting sessions. There were fourteen Sunday morning “Casting Competition” sessions held in 2018. 
The total number of sessions was reduced to fourteen because of last minute cancellations due to 
inclement weather on a couple of occasions and clashes with other events ie interclub casting 
competition with Devonport, Fly Fishing Expo etc. Only two club members participated in twelve or 
more Sunday morning sessions, a further three between ten and twelve sessions and a further four 
between five and ten sessions. This indicates that less than ten people in a club with approximately 
sixty members support the casting competition. 
 

The venue for the casting competition is the “Isle of Shalom”, owned by Tamar Valley Resort and 
the club has the use of this venue(including the building on the island) for free, based on the 
agreement that we will maintain the grass etc on the island. We have now completed two years using 
the island and some thought is required as to how we will manage to maintain the grass cutting in 
future years. The best solution would be if more club members could be recruited to the maintenance 
team who own and are willing to lend “ride on mowers”, failing this we need more members willing 
to turn up several times a year with their lawnmowers. 
 

The island offers us a lot of opportunities to have more “Casting Fun Days”, perhaps other inter and 
intra club competitions, running casting instruction days, casting programs such as the Orvis or 
Sexyloop programs (see Casting Corner in past newsletter) etc. 
 

We have the venue but it needs support from the club members to make it come alive. 
 

I look forward to seeing you on Sunday mornings commencing Sunday 20th January at the Isle of 
Shalom in 2019. 
 

In the meantime we have the   “Fun Casting Day” Sunday 9th December 2018 
and the   “Club Christmas BBQ/Picnic” 16th December 2018. 

                                                                                                                                                 Alec  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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What is not mentioned in Alec’s report above is that at Casting on Sunday 28th of October four members 
scored a perfect fifty in the Distance Accuracy event.  It will probably never happen again but if it does let’s 
hope it is during our annual casting competition with the Devonport club. 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

Still on the subject of casting, anyone who has had anything to do with teaching people to cast will recognise 
some of the types in the item below.  It’s a page from an old Flylife magazine and was pinned to the wall of 
the Red Tag Inn at Launceston Lakes ( now Tasmania Zoo) in the days when it was a pay trout fishery and 
Jim Fulton and I used to do some casual guiding work there. 

                                                                                                                                                  A.T. 

 
*****  
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Stephen Hill is probably the best fly tyer in our club and definitely one of the best small stream 
fishers. Facebook regulars will have noted the number of fish he has taken this season on his 
parachute hackled black spinner pattern. It’s a beautiful looking fly the way he ties it so I asked him 
to give us a run down on the background to it and his method of tying 

                                                                                                                                          A.T..  

******* 

 

 

Fly of the Month               The Parachute Black Spinner  
 

 

       Hook :  Kamasan B 170 or similar 

       Thread : Black Unithread 6/0 or similar 

       Tail : 3 to 5 black micro fibbets 

       Body : Mix of UV Black Ice dubbing and black Scintilla 

       Post :  Pink/white Float Vis 

       Hackle : Black dry fly hackle 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              

 

Alan asked me to go through the process of tying this fly that I’ve had success with this season. When I 

started thinking about it, I realised the process came to involve a bit more than I had considered before. So 

please indulge me a little as I unpack it all. 
 

I’ve always preferred to tie my dry flies in the “parachute” style. The person who taught me the basics of 

tying tied his that way, so I didn’t see a reason to change. I tried tying traditional hackled flies, they were 

easier, but I was constantly unhappy with how they sat in the water and their perceived durability. Perhaps 

they weren’t that easy to tie after all. It was also probably a reflection of my casting ability, but with most 

elements of fly fishing, if a situation resulted in a lack of confidence, the outcomes were also diminished. So I 

tied parachute hackle dry flies. 
 

Initially, I tied Adams variants. Basically, grey dubbed bodies with brown tails and hackle. The posts started 

white and then changed to pink as my eyesight failed to keep up with my casting length and the varying 

stream types. Faster flowing runs with high levels of nutrient rich, foam concentrations (bubble lines) 

resulted in a bit of guess work with fish taking a fly or a natural. I reluctantly tied on anything else. Then, as I 

learned more about the feeding habits of trout and came across more and more finicky eaters, I tried 

different flies. Royal wulffs, Fastwater Duns, shaving brushes and stimulators. I realised that size had a 

bearing with some fish and so I stopped just carrying size 12’s of a pattern, but everything between #10 to 

#16’s. 
 

The final, to this point, evolutionary stage of the black spinner came by chance. So typically Darwinian. I had 

some Black UV Ice Dubbing scraps on my tying desk. Rather than clean it up, it stayed there and got caught 

up in some of the black Scintilla dubbing I was tying with. It didn’t look terrible, so I finished the fly and put it 

in my box ready for the next trip. Well that trip was terrible, almost. A favourite stretch on the Liffey resulted 

in no connections at all and I had started finding tree branches again. Fish with confidence and you fish well. 

Little confidence and, well, y’know........ 
 

I finally saw a fish track under my fly, an Adams, and not commit. I tied on a nymph and still nothing. I 

changed the nymph. Nada. I popped on a Royal Wulff. This time it didn’t even glance at it. I then noticed the 

black spinner and tried it. Solo. No nymph. No hesitation from the little guy and I was on. The next pool, 

another success. Now granted, it might not have just been the fly, but I tied a few more that week and my 

next sortie ended with that fly bringing the only success. A third trip, the same. Last week, I fished another 

stretch with a friend. He landed 5, all on a nymph. I only landed 3, but every take was to the dry. This mixed 

dub, black spinner. 
 

Again, I realise there are many variables and I’ve cast to fish that haven’t taken to it. But there’s no fun in 

that side of the story. My suspicion is that the UV element in the dubbing acts as an attracting agent to the 

fish. I need to research this a bit more. In the field. Or stream.  
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So, to the tying instructions. 
 

I use a Kamasan B170 in sizes 16 to 10. I wind on black 6/0 Uni thread 1/3 the length of length of the hook 

shaft.  
 

For hooks 10 to 14 I loop a section of pink and a section of white Float Vis post material around the shaft, 

doubling it over. I also use other combinations such as orange and pink, white and orange and chartreuse 

and white for different visibility situations on the water. I’m also toying with the idea of different post 

combinations to identify different hook sizes, but I need a better memory for this to work effectively. For 

hook sizes 16 or smaller, I just use a single section of post material.  
 

Holding the post above the hook, I lock it down with a couple of figure 8 wraps and then wind the thread up 

the post. This can take bit of coordination and it’s important to keep the tension on the thread or it will 

easily unwrap. After 5 or 6 upward wraps (3 or 4 for smaller hook sizes), I come back down the post and lock 

the post in place with a couple more figure 8’s, finishing on the hook side of the post. These up and down 

wraps provide the base for winding the hackle around the post later, creating the parachute. 
 

Continue wrapping to the bend in the hook and tie in some tail material. Proportionally, the tail after the 

bend, should be the same length as the shank of the hook.  
 

Bring the thread back to the bend and dub in a tiny pinch of black UV Ice Dubbing mixed with a tiny pinch of 

black Scintilla or Antron or Seal’s fur, whatever dubbing material you would normally use. Don’t over dub. 

The dubbing noodle should also start small where it wraps around the tail, gradually increasing towards the 

eye of the hook, creating a conical shaped body. Using too much dub, changes the proportion of the fly, 

reducing effectiveness, doesn’t stay in place, reducing durability and looks odd, reducing the appeal and the 

likelihood you choosing it over all the other flies in your box.  
 

Wind the dubbing on as described until you get to the post, creating the conical body. At the post, figure 8 

wrap the dubbing around the post to hide the post material under the hook and stop part way between the 

post and the eye of the hook. 
 

Keep up the thread tension at all times, while dubbing. You may even need to twist the dubbing a couple of 

times if it comes away from the thread while you wrap. 
 

Take a hackle feather, suitable to the hook size. To check this, brush the feather so the fibres come out from 

the stem. Hold it next to the hook. Proportionally the length of the fibres should be the same length as the 

gap between the hook shank and the point of the hook. A little longer is ok. Too short and your fly will tend 

to lie sidewards on the water. 
 

Strip a few barbs off each side of the feather, exposing the stem. Tie in the hackle with the shiny side of the 

feather facing the hook. Bring the exposed stem behind the post and then around it at the top of where your 

upward thread wraps stopped. Complete a full wrap of the post. Each subsequent wrap should be directly 

below the last one. You may need to hold the post upright with your free hand, but keep the hackle wraps 

tight. They add support to the post when in the water and after the first, second and third fish have 

crunched it. No guarantees after that. 
 

When there is no more space for hackle, 3 or 4 wraps, bring the hackle you are holding in front of the post 

and then angle it towards the tail. Bring the thread over the top of the hackle to hold it in place. You will 

need to wiggle the thread through the hackle wraps so you don’t trap any fibres under the thread, reducing 

floatability.Do this twice to be sure, trim the excess hackle, then whip finish or tie off the thread how you 

normally do just behind the eye. 
 

That’s it. Do another 5. Disregard the first 3, you can reuse the hooks later and put the last 3 in your box. 

Trust me.  

 

Rick Kream’s FlyLife article on buoyancy is worth reading about the different observations regarding hackle 

types. It is in Issue 91 of Flylife or online here https://flylife.com.au/featured-articles/beautiful-lies  I also 

refined my tying techniques from the Spring 2017 issue of Fly Tyer magazine, an American publication, from 

an article titled Creating Improved Parachute Dries. 

                                                                                                                                                 Stephen Hill 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fly-Fishing is Good for the Brain  

 
It says so in this very erudite article from the Harvard Medical School journal, the first paragraph and 
illustration of which are shown below. 
 
neuro.hms.harvard.edu/harvard-mahoney-ne...ly-fishing-and-brain   …… for the full article 

 
In the mid-nineteenth century, the avid fly-

fisherman and physician James A. Hensall, 

MD, elucidated what for many is the allure 

of that often solitary form of angling. “Fly-

fishers,” he said, “are usually brain-workers 

in society. Along the banks of purling 

streams, beneath the shadows of 

umbrageous trees, or in the secluded nooks 

of charming lakes, they have ever been 

found, drinking deep of the invigorating 

forces of nature—giving rest and tone to 

over-taxed brains and wearied nerves—

while gracefully wielding the supple rod, the 

invisible leader, and the fairylike fly.” 

 

    ( It’s a pity they chose to illustrate an article on fly fishing with a picture of a man holding a spinning rod.)  
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Roger Taylor is a member of about five years standing and doesn’t mind me saying that he is still to catch his 
first trout.  He deserves an ‘A plus’ for perseverance and he’s bound to get one one day.  Roger submitted the 
following item on lessons learned on a recent trip with the ever patient Shane. 
 

******* 

Reflections on Four Springs excursion with Shane (November 28, 2018) 
 

Over recent times, the not-so-newbie and notably unsuccessful trout fisherperson has benefited 

considerably from numerous excursions to streams and lakes in the general Launceston region. 

 It has been slowly realised that the practice of fly fishing is considerably more subtle than initially 

envisaged and that to just cast the line and hope doesn’t really work. 

 (Many thanks to Shane for unlimited patience and fishing craft advice to a slow but willing 

beginner)  
 

This note is to record some valuable lessons learnt and/or reinforced during today’s outing, 

regarding the pursuit of the cunning and elusive trout (a hobby best pursued by not falling in the 

water!) 
 

Lesson 1  

It’s a good idea to start early, as it seems that the fickle spotted critters tend to have relatively short 

bursts of the munchies, and you need to be there at feeding times. 

It seems that like most of us, there is a good chance that munchies Number 1 may well occur as 

they wake up to their daybreak alarm clock. 

(What do trout do at night- watch Net flicks or snuggle up to electric eels for warmth?) 

Even if they forgo the early coffee rush, there is a good chance that their thoughts will eventually 

turn to tucker and you need to be there for when it happens. 

Today was definitely breakfast rush hour with the locals dashing around the shallows with gay 

abandon 
 

Lesson 2 

It seems that many of the best breakfast haunts are located very close to shore, especially in 

channels between or adjacent to reed banks. These seem to be their McDonalds’ breakfast bars. 
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This in turn means that the sneaky angler needs to wander around the shore line looking for the 

swim-in locations,  hopefully signalled by suspicious ripples, splashes and even sucking noises from 

the enthusiastic patrons! This morning was definitely munchie rush hour. 
 

Lesson 3. 

Unlike us the trout do not sit down for their hash browns, but like to swim up and down the 

channels – (a bit like an impatient pacing customer) 
 

There are several  lessons to be learnt from this characteristic behaviour. 

(a) There is good chance that the fly can be presented somewhere along the trout’s beat, such that 

it will be grabbed with glee. 

(b) The idea is for the angler to observe the patrolling pattern, and firstly sneak up carefully –

(remember - no one likes to be disturbed at breakfast). 

This involves rather self consciously trying to crouch behind the skimpy rushes available, or more 

practically standing back from the edge. 

Obviously jumping for joy, chest beating or wildly gesticulating are not a good ideas, and mouse like 

behaviour is the order of the day. 

(c) It’s a good tactic to wait for the fish to reach the far point of the beat, before approaching the 

water. 
 

Lesson 4. 

Round about here you realise that casting halfway to Melbourne is not required, and that you 

would have been better of learning to put a single cast accurately with a soft landing over a few 

metres. 

(There is a big difference between learning to cast and learning to fish!) 
 

Lesson 5. 

Having finally got the fly somewhere near the right spot, it becomes important not to have any  

significant  slack so as  to enable quick contact, and also  to remember  to smoothly lift the line in 

the event of the fish taking the fly. 

A whoopee vigorous strike can have disastrous results, such as- 

                                               Breaking the line.  

                                               Sending a small trout into orbit. 

                                                Finishing up with just a head on the end. 

                                               Wearing a hook in unfortunate places. 
 

Lesson 6. 

Don’t give up too soon –there is always a hungry late diner 

In the Four Springs case today, a sleepy head, late rising fish was spotted and tempted as the return 

to car trudge was nearly done. 
 

 Lesson 8. 

 A change of diet can sometimes tempt the fussy eater-who may well reject the hard to digest 

woolly bugger in favour of a spicier dish such as a mustard caddis.  

It is always a pain to change the menu but ------- the Four Springs breakfast diners today rejected 

several initial items on special --- only to later heartily swill down a somewhat dubious mudeye 

cocktail from a fellow angler! 
 

 

 There is indeed a lot for the beginner to learn, including  

“Lots of walking 101” and don’t forget where you left the car. 

 

                                                                                                                                     Roger Taylor 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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One more link  
 
If you ever wanted to know about the life cycle of dragonflies and damselflies try this YouTube 
video.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=wFAR3WggSRk   
 

The photography is brilliant and the humorous commentary has spots that should probably be rated 
for adults only. Educational and entertaining. 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Calendar  
 
December 9th  :-   Fun casting day at Isle of Shalom. Prizes will be on offer. 
 
                12th  :-  Meeting 
 
                16th  :-  Our Christmas barbecue, also at the Isle of Shalom.  Gate will be opened about  
                            11 o’clock.  
 
January    11th -12th -13th  is the ever popular Tiger Hut weekend.  Cost is $30.00 per head per night. 
                                          Provide own bedding.  
                                          If you wish to attend contact me by email  aitaylor7@bigpond.com  or text  
                                          on 0427 432 051.  Email and text mean I have something in’writing’ 
                                          Surprisingly, there are so far only five names on the list…..Alan Taylor, 
                                          Peter Radford, Alec Tuff, Don Cameron and Shane Hurst. 
 
January 20th   :-      Start of the club casting competition for 2019 
 
Note :-  There is no monthly meeting in January, nor is there a newsletter.  
 

*******  
Next newsletter due second half of December. Any contributions by about the 17

th
, please. Editor reserves the 

right to edit without altering meaning or intent of items submitted.  
 

This newsletter compiled in Word format and converted to pdf for emailing, which reduces the quality of 

pictures therein. Contact the editor if you would like a high definition copy.  

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

 

                
                 
 
                                          
                              
 
 

 

 

 

 
                      “ I think I know him” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


